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Steering Vector and Interference Cancellation of
Two-Dimensional Arrays
Fahad Alraddady

Abstract— In this paper, the two-dimensional array
geometry is demonstrated and the corresponding
two-dimensional steering vector is deduced which is necessary
in the array processing and beamforming applications. The
array performance is demonstrated using this steering vector
representation for calculating the array gain and controlling the
power pattern. The array is also checked for the capability of
null steering and the related gain equations are deduced. The
analysis has shown that the maximum number of nulls that the
array can provide is given by the multiplication of the two array
dimensions or the array size minus 1 which represents the array
degree of freedom.
Index Terms— Beamforming, Two-dimensional arrays,
steering vector.

I. INTRODUCTION
Antenna arrays are very important in many applications
including radar, sonar, mobile communications, satellite
communications, terrestrial broadcasting, and even in
medical and industrial applications [1-4]. There are many
forms of antenna arrays including one-dimensional,
two-dimensional, circular and concentric circular [5-11]. The
array may be formed by using omnidirectional antennas as in
some broadcasting stations or use directional antennas that
can be in the form of multiple horn antennas as in satellite
communications. The main processing area dealing with
antenna array is called array processing in which the antenna
elements are usually modeled as isotropic sources. This
means that the radiation pattern of the single element is unity
in all directions. If the antenna element has some directivity
pattern, it will be the same processing techniques that can be
used with isotropic elements but adding the effect of element
directivity. The overall radiation pattern of the array is then
will be multiplied with the element pattern. The widespread
use of antenna arrays necessitates the analysis of the array
geometry in depth to find the proper representation of the
signals collected from the array. Linear one-dimensional
arrays has the capability of beamforming in only one plane
which is the plane that making angles with the array line
which around this array the pattern will be omnidirectional.
Some other recent research utilize this feature of the linear
one-dimensional arrays in forming conical beams [13] to
cover ring-shaped areas from High-Altitude Platforms
(HAPs) [14-21].

The circular arrays are also having widespread use especially
in Direction-of-Arrival applications (DOA) but suffer from
the higher sidelobe levels. Recently, the concentric circular
arrays (CCA) have provided superior performance in
sidelobe levels and azimuth independent beamforming [5].
The main difficulty in CCA construction is the feeding
method of the array which is difficult compared to the
two-dimensional planer arrays. Therefore, in this paper, the
array structure, beamformer and steering vector, and null
capabilities of this array will be demonstrated.
We will start with defining the array geometry and its related
equations. The signal impinging on the array will induce
some signals at each element where the overall signal vectors
is also determined. Then, the weighting vector is introduced
to formulate a general equation which is very important for
the two-dimensional beamforming applications. Finally, the
null steering of the two-dimensional array is demonstrated
for the applications where the interfering signal direction is
known and need to be cancelled.
The paper is arranged as follows; section II demonstrates the
two-dimensional array structure, section III investigates the
two-dimensional array beamformer. In section IV, the null
steering capability of the array is developed and the array
conventional beamformer is shown in section V. Finally,
section VI concludes the paper.
II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS STRUCTURE
Dealing with spatial array processing it is needed to find a
definition of the array steering vector, which in our case
corresponds to the two-dimensional arrays. This vector is
essential in determining the array radiation pattern for
different weight vectors for beamforming applications. Now,
consider a two-dimensional array resides in the x-y plane as
shown in Fig. 1. Assume that the number of elements is M
and N with inter-element spacing dx and dy in the x- and
y-directions respectively. If a source located at a distance r
from the origin, it will radiate a plane wave which is received
at the array at a direction of  ,  . This plane wave will
generate a corresponding signal at each antenna element in
the array that will differ in phase according to its direction.
The array steering or response vector can be derived from the
array geometry and the signal direction. Assume that the
array beamformer network shown in Fig. 2 is used to generate
the desired radiation pattern.
The signal induced at the first element (i.e. m  1, n  1)
will be:

xt  e j 2fc t  

(1)
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Fig. 1: Two-dimensional arrays beamforming network
Fig. 1 Two-dimensional array of M x N elements
and lies in the x-y plane
where xt  is the baseband signal (envelope), f c is the carrier
frequency, and  is the propagation time from the source to
that element. Assuming that the baseband signal is
narrowband, we can rewrite the induced signals at the
elements ( m  2, n  1), ( m  1, n  2), and ( m  2, n  2)
respectively as follows:

xt  e
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The results can be extended the general induced signal at
element m  l, n  k 
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where d l ,k and l ,k are given by [20]
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Now, we may write the received signal matrix X t  as
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where S Mi  ,  is the ith linear one-dimensional array steering
vector.
The two-dimensional array steering vector S  ,   for that
array is thus given by

S  ,    SM 1 , , SM 2  , , ... SMN  , 

T

(11)

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS BEAMFORMER
In the beamformer depicted in Fig. 2, if each induced signal is
weighted and then summed to form the beamformer output,
then this output may be written as

yt     wm* , n X m, n t 
M N

m 1n 1
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or

yt   xt  e

j 2f c t  

W S  , 
H

(13)

where * and H denote the complex conjugate and complex
conjugate transpose (Hermitian) operators of the weight
value wm.n and weight vector W respectively. X m, n t  is the
th

received signal at the mn element.
The weight vector is thus written as

W   w1,1 w2,1 . . wM ,1 w1, 2 w2, 2 . . wM , 2 w1,3 w2,3 .. wM , N

to obtain the inverse of GT, so the weight vector can be
written as:

W H  DT GT

1

(22)

where D is a 1 MN vector that determines the desired and
undesired components or source arrival directions. If only the
first signal is desired while others are to be cancelled, this
vector is given by

D  1 0 0 . . . 0

T

T

(23)

(14)

The maximum number of nulls is MN - 1which determines
the degree of freedom of the array.

In practical case, there will be a background noise generated
at each antenna element known as thermal noise. This kind of
noise is white Gaussian noise and has the Gaussian
distribution. So the final output may be written as

V. CONVENTIONAL BEAMFORMING FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL
ARRAYS

yt   xt  e j 2fc t   W H S  ,   N t 

(15)

N t     wm* ,n nm,n t 
M N

(16)

m1n1

where N t  is the total background noise at the output of the
beamformer and nm,n t  is the white noise generated at the
mnth element. The process can be extended to find the output
resulting from several sources or due to several copies of the
same source. Each of these signal arrivals has its own
corresponding steering vector. Assuming L different
impinging signals on the array, the ith corresponding output
will be

yi t   xi t  e j 2fc t  i  W H S i ,i 

(17)

The two-dimensional arrays can be used in several scenarios
where it can be simply used as a phased array to a fully
adaptive antenna concept. Track each source with a separate
beam while monitoring the other co-channel interference
sources and null out these interfering signals is a big benefit
of adaptive antennas. To demonstrate the array gain by using
the steering vector we will concentrate on the conventional
beamforming technique [1], which is used in phased arrays.
This technique can be modified to suit the coverage
requirements. The main advantage of conventional
beamforming is that it gives the narrowest beamwidth, largest
directivity, and easier hardware implementation. The later
advantage arises from the fact that it is only implemented
with phase shifters and attenuators. All the magnitudes of the
weights are equal, but suffer from the relatively higher
sidelobes.
The weight vector in this technique is chosen equal to the
steering vector at the desired main lobe direction, i.e.

W  S o ,o 

Therefore the output will be

yt    yi t 
L

(18)

i 1

IV. NULL STEERING USING TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

where  o , o  is the desired main lobe direction.
Assuming narrow band signals, the output can be considered
as the signal impinging on the first element multiplied by the
array sensitivity G ,  , i.e.

Another form of (18) can be used as follows:

yt   xt  e j 2fc t   G  ,   Nb t 

yt   W GT X t 
H

(19)

G ,    W H S  , 

GT   S 1 ,1 , S  2 ,2 , . . . , S  L ,L 



(21)

This is the null steering matrix which can be used to
determine the weights that accept signals from certain
directions while null the others. The number of received
signals may be equal to the number of array elements in order
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where

where the signal vector X t  is given by

X t    x1 t  e j 2fc t 1 x2 t  e j 2fc t  2  ... xL t  e j 2fc t  L   T
(20)
and the matrix GT is given by

(24)

(26)

and in this case is given by

G ,   S H o ,o S  ,  

(27)

It is clear that the maximum value of the array sensitivity,
G ,  , occurs at    o ,   o and equals MN, so it may be
appropriate to normalize the weight vector by MN to have
unity response at the desired main lobe direction, i.e.
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Gn  ,   

1 H
S  o , o S  ,  
MN

(28)

The power pattern of the array P ,  is given by the square
of the sensitivity magnitude
P ,    S  o , o  S  ,  
H

2

(29)

and the normalized power pattern is given by

Pn  ,   

1

MN 

2

S  o , o  S  ,  
H
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